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Cmy Rmearch's miwion is to develop and market the world's most powerful 
computer wtems. For more than a decade, Cray Research has been the 
induatry leader in large-scale computer systems. he majority of supemomputem 
installed worldwide are Crav svstems. These svstems are used in advanced 
research laboratorim and h& gained drong acieptance in d imgovernment, 
university, and industrial environments. No other manufacturer has Cmy 
Research's breadth of succws and experience in supercomputer development. 

The company's initial product, the CRAY-I computer system, was first installed 
in 19765.The CRAW computer quickly established itself as the standard for 
largescale eomputer systems; it v\raw the first commercially succesa;ful vector 
processor, Pmviously, the potential advantages of vector processing had 
been understood, but effective preetical implementation had eluded computer 
archltt;.ctr;. The CRAY-1 system broke that barrier, and today vectorization 
techniques are used routinely by scientists and engineers in a wide variety 
of di~ciplinee. 

The GRAY XMP series of computer systems was Cray Research's fim 
pmduct line featuring a multiprocessor architecture. The two or four CPUs of 
the larger CRAY X-MP systems can operate independently and simultaneously 
on separate jobs for greater system throughput of can be applied in combi- 
nation to opeme jointly on a single job for better program turnaround time. 
For the first time, multiprocessing and vector proceasing combined to provide 
a geometric increase in computational performance over convmional wdar 
processing techniques. 

The CRAY Y-MP computer Wtem, intraduced in 1988, extended the CRAY 
X-MP architecture by prwiding unsurpassed power for the mast demanding 
computational needs. 

N w  Cray Research is pleased to introduce the Extended AreRitecture wr im 
of computer systems. These systems are based on the CWY Y-MP architcre- 
ture, offer greater pricerlperformmancs than the GRAY X-MP seriea and, wlth the 
CRAY Y-MP system, comprise an integrated line of 12 compatible mmputer 
-terns. 



Introducing the Cray Extended Architecture 
series of computer systems 

Cray Research, the industry leader in large-scale 
computing, is pleased to provide users with a new 
choice in supercomputing -the Cray Extended 
Architecture series of computer systems. The EA 
series is based on the CRAY YMP architecture and 
builds upon the best features of the field-proven 
CRAY X-MP series while providing customers with 
larger memory options and improved pricelperform- 
ance. 

The EA series is a broad product family, ranging 
from entry-level single-processor models to popular 
two- and four-processor systems all the way up to 
the powerful eight-processor CRAY YMP system. 

The multiprocessor configurations allow users to 
employ multiprogramming, multiprocessing, and 
multitasking techniques. The multiple central process- 
ing units (CPUs) may operate independently and 
simultaneously on separate jobs, or on tasks within 
jobs, for greater system throughput, or may be applied 
in any combination to operate jointly on a single job 
for better program turnaround time. Multiprocessing 
and vector processing combine to provide a sub- 
stantial increase in computational performance over 
conventional scalar processing techniques. 

The EA series systems feature large central memories 
(four million to sixty-four million 64-bit words), enabling 
users to tackle larger problems with ease. Many of 
the models in the EA series are field upgradable 
with regard to number of CPUs and size of memory. 
The same high-performance software runs on all 
models of the EA series. 



The Extended Architecture design is carefully 
balanced to deliver optimum overall performance. 
Fast long and short vector processing is balanced 
with high-speed scalar processing. Both types of 
processing are supported by powerful inputloutput 
capabilities. Each CPU also offers gatherlscatter 
and compressed index vector instructions, allowing 
for vectorized processing of randomly organized 
data previously performed by scalar processing. 
Cray Research software ensures easy access to 
these performance features. This means users can 
realize maximum throughput for a variety of job 
mixes and programming environments. 

Complementing the power of the EA series is a 
powerful range of 110 technology managed by the 
Cray I10 Subsystem (10s). Cray Research's SSD 
solid-state storage device provides up to 512 million 
words (4096 Mbytes) of very fast random-access 
secondary MOS memory. When connected to a 
four-processor EA system through two 1000-Mbytelsec 
channels, an SSD provides a maximum aggregate 
transfer rate of 2000 Mbyteslsec. In addition, Cray 
Research's disk storage units offer high-speed disk 
storage capacities of up to 20.8 billion bytes (Gbytes) 
and sustained transfer rates of up to 9.6 Mbyteslsec 
at the user job level. 

A wide variety of applications programs are available 
for extended architecture systems, helping users 
solve problems in areas such as reservoir simulation 
and seismology, aerospace and automotive engi- 
neering, nuclear research, graphics and imaging, 

Structural analysis systems, engineers can use 
finite element analys~s to analyze 

Finite element analys~s is a structures too large or complex 
mathematical tool for study~ng to be evaluated in any other 
the lntegrlty of physical struc- way, thereby improv~ng engin- 
tures. It enables engineers to eering efficiency and resulting 
simulate the responses of struc- in more structurally sound and 
tures to a variety of load and lightwe~ght components. 
constraint cond~tions during 
the des~gn process. Using 
Cray Extended Architecture 

and computational chemistry. Thus, scientists and 
engineers can use extended architecture systems 
and industry-standard codes to solve a wide range 
of problems. Additionally, software developed for 
the CRAW system and earlier CRAY X-MP systems 
can be run on all models of the Extended Architecture 
series, thus protecting user software investments. 

Cray systems can be integrated easily into a user's 
existing computer environment. Cray Research 
offers hardware and software interfaces for many 
other manufacturers' equipment. EA series systems 
require a minimum of floor space, occupying just 
94 square feet (9 square meters) in the maximum 
configuration, including the I10 Subsystem and an 
external SSD solid-state storage device (but excluding 
electrical and cooling support equipment.) 

Cray systems offer the most powerful and cost-effective 
computing solutions available today for advanced 
scientific applications -both for experienced super- 
computer users with the most demanding computing 
requirements and for newer users whose research 
needs now require supercomputer power. The Ex- 
tended Architecture series systems feature one, two, 
or four powerful CPUs, very large central memories, 
exceptionally fast computing speeds, and I10 through- 
put to match. As the supercomputer marketplace 
broadens, Cray systems are evolving to meet users' 
expanding computing requirements. 

Original (left) and optimized 
(right) designs for an auto- 
mobile connecting rod. The 
analysis revealed an optimized 
shape that would reduce the 
weight of the component with- 
out compromlslng ~ ts  strength. 
(Courtesy Engineering Design Optmi-
zation. lnc . and General Motors Research 
Laboratories) 



Four-processor Extended Architecture system organization 
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Model of an automot~ve differ- 
ential (left) created on a Cray 
system with MSCINASTRAN 
software and displayed with 
the MOVIE.BYU graphics
package. (Courtesy General Motors 
Research Laborator~es) 

(Ri ht) MSCINASTRAN model 
of Ford Thunderbird. ( C O U ~ S Y  

Ford Motor Company) 
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System overview 

EA series models are available with one, two, or upward-compatible CRAY YMP instruction set. This 
four processors and with memory sizes of up to capability allows customers to convert codes run on 
64 million words, while the CRAY YMP system offers earlier CRAY X-MP systems to CRAY YMP format. 
eight processors and 32 million words of memory. The abilitv to switch between X-mode and Ymode 

is software selectable. 
All Extended Architecture models can run in either 
CRAY X-MP mode (X-mode) or CRAY YMP mode The table below lists configuration options for 
(Y-mode). X-mode uses the instruction set from models in the Extended Architecture series. 
earlier CRAY X-MP models, while Ymode uses the 

Extended Architecture system configuration options 

Aerodynamic simulation systems enable arrcraft des~gners Result of Euler calculation 
to evaluate and modify deslgns performed on a 300,000-grld- 

Alrcraft designers have long faster and more cost effectively element model of an F-15 
relled on wlnd tunnel tests to than they could by relying solely flghter using the AIRPLANE 
evaluate the aerodynamcs of on wind tunnel tests. In recent software package. (Courtesy
alrcraft and aircraft sections years automakers also have Antony Jameson and Tim Baker,
But wlnd tunnel testing requires begun to enjoy the benefits of Pr~nceton Un~verstty) 
the tlme-consuming and costly aerodynam~c testlng via super- 
construction of physlcal test computer
models Gray Research's Ex-
tended Architecture computer 

-
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The CRAY X-MP EAl4 systems 

CRAY X-MP EA/4 computer systems offer up to ten 
times greater performance than the original CRAY-1 
computer. They are configured with 16, 32, or 64 
million 64-bit words of static MOS memorv and offer 
a maximum memory bandwidth 16 times'that of the 
CRAY-1 computer. Models with 32 million words of 
memory can be field-upgraded to 64-million-word 
models, and models with 16 million words of memory 
can be field-upgraded to 32- or 64-million-word 
models. Central memory has a bank cycle time of 
68 nanoseconds and is shared by four identical 
CPUs with a clock cycle time of 8.5 nanoseconds. 
Each CRAY X-MP EN4 mainframe is the familiar 
12-column 270° arc chassis and has the same elec- 
trical requirements as the CRAY-1 computer and earlier 
CRAY X-MP computer systems. 

Each of the four CRAY X-MP EAl4 processors has 
scalar and vector processing capability and can access 
all of central memory. The CPUs may operate inde- 
pendently on separate jobs or may be organized in 
any combination to operate jointly on a single job. 

The raw computational power of the CRAY X-MP EAl4 
systems is augmented by the powerful inputloutput 
and data-handling capabilities of the Cray 110 Sub- 
system (10s). The IOS is part of all CRAY X-MP EA 
systems and enables fast, efficient data access and 
processing by the CPUs. 

National Aerospaceplane 
model showing density con- 
tours in cross-flow planes. 

Cray Research's SSD, in conjunction with the 
CRAY X-MP EN4 multiprocessor architecture, en- 
ables users to employ existing applications and to 
develop new algorithms to solve larger and more 
sophisticated problems in science and engineer- 
ing -problems that could not be attempted before 
due to computational or I10 limitations. The field- 
proven SSD offers up to 512 million words (4096 
M bytes) of very fast random-access secondary 
MOS memory. An external SSD with 128 million 
words or more of memory connects to a CRAY 
X-MP EN4 system through two very high-speed 
channels with a maximum aggregate transfer rate 
of 2000 Mbyteslsec. As an alternative to an external 
SSD, a 32-million-word or 128-million-word internal 
SSD can be installed in the IOS cabinet. 

Cray Research's DS-40 disk subsystems match 
the power of the CRAY X-MP EN4 systems, offering 
20.8 Gbyte capacity, sustained transfer rates of 9.6 
M byteslsec at the user job level, and an average 
seek time of 16 milliseconds. Cray Research's 
DD-49 and DD-39 disk drives are also supported. 



The CRAY X-MP EAl2 systems 

Field-proven CRAY X-MP W 2  systems are the 
most widely installed supercomputers today and, as 
such, have become the staridard in supercomputing. 
The dual-processor CRAY X-MP EAl2 systems offer 
up to sixteen times the memory of the original CRAY 
X-MP12 systems introduced in 1982. Depending on 
the application, overall throughput is three to five 
times that of a CRAY-1 system. 

The CRAY X-MP EAl2 systems are available with 
16, 32, or 64 million 64-bit words of static MOS 
shared central memory, providing a maximum 
memory bandwidth eight times that of the CRAY-1 
computer system. Models with 32 million words of 
memory can be field-upgraded to 64-million-word 

Geological exploration 

Indusinp a shock in the ground 
and recotdin sound waves 
retlected bacf to the suflace 18 
affmthod $cient~sts uuse to "see" 
underground structures. fhe 
method is called rgflection %el$- 
mology and is used to locate 
petroleum and other resource 
deposits However, the amount 
of data needed to profile a large 

volume or earth accurately can 
be immense, and the required 
analyses are staggeringly com-
plex. The large memory and 
fast prcce851ngof Cray Extended 
Architecture computer systems 
enable petroleum engineers 
to perform deta~led analyses 
on these large data sets quickly 
and cost-effectively, thereby 
saving the petroleum industry 
time and money. 

models, and models with 16 million words of 
memow can be field-u~araded to 32- or 64-million- 
Word models. Each ~ ~ t h a s  an 8.5-nanosecond 
clock cycle time and a memory bank cycle time of 
68 nanoseconds. Each CRAY X-MP EAl2 mainframe 
consists of eight vertical columns arranged in a 
180° arc. As with the CRAY X-MP EAl4 processors, 
the CRAY X-MP EAl2 processors can operate inde- 
pendently on different programs or can be harnessed 
together to operate on a single user program. 

CRAY X-MP EAl2 computer systems include the 
same I10 Subsystem as the CRAY X-MP EN4 
models and can be configured with the same SSD 
hardware and disk devices. One SSD channel, with 
a transfer rate of 1000 Mbyteslsec, connects an 
optional external SSD (128 million words or larger) 
to the mainframe. As an alternative to an external 
SSD, a 32-million-word or 128-million-word internal 
SSD can be installed in the IOS cabinet. 

1 Result of prestack aeptn 
ml ration performed wlth the 
PR~MIGsoftware package. 
(CourtesyGeaQuasl ~nrernat~onal) 
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CRAY X-MP EAII systems combine a single high- 
performance CPU with 16, 32, or 64 million 64-bit 
words of static MOS memory. Models with 32 million 
words of memory can be field-upgraded to 64-million- 
word models, and models with 16 million words of 
memory can be field-upgraded to 32- or 64-million- 
word models. The single-processor CRAY X-MP EAI1 
systems are also field upgradable to dual-processor 
systems, so they provide maximum flexibility as a 
user's supercomputing needs grow. 

The field-upgradable models of the CRAY X-MP 
EA/1 system provide 1.5 to 2.5 times the overall 
throughput of a CRAY-1 system. The single CPU of 
the upgradable CRAY X-MP EAII systems has an 
8.5-nanosecond clock cycle time and a 68-nano- 
second memory bank cycle time. Memory band- 
width is four times that of the original CRAY-I 
computer. The mainframe has the same physical 
appearance and electrical requirements as the 
CRAY X-MP EAl2 computer systems. 

The upgradable CRAY X-MP EAM systems are 
supported by the same 110 Subsystem as are CRAY 
X-MP EAl4 systems and CRAY X-MP EN2 systems. 
The full range of disk devices and SSD models is 
available. 

The upgradable CRAY X-MP EAI1 systems are 
appropriate for supercomputer customers requiring 
high single-processor performance and who want 
the option of upgrading to a dual-processor system. 

Reservoirsimulation and pressure underground, 
the chemieal makeup of the 

Petroleum companies often petroleum, and the reservoir's 
use flu~d injection to mob~lize geology Modeling the Inter- 
oil trapped underground and action of these variables for 
push ~tto the surface. The large volumes of earth requires 
procedure typically lnvolves the computln power Cray 
pumping in water or water plus Extended Arc%tectum syaterns 
a surfactant. But to determ~ne provide,
precisely the best strategy for 
a particular reservoir, engineers - ...A ,icier the temperat1 --

The CRAY X-MP EA114se and 
CRAY X-MP EAM16se systems 

Two models of the CRAY X-MP €A product line 
are available for first-time supercomputer users: the 
CRAY X-MP EAI14se and the CRAY X-MP EAM16se 
systems. These systems combine a single CRAY 
X-MP EA CPU with either 4 million or 16 million 
64-bit words of static MOS memory. A CRAY X-MP 
EAI14se system can be upgraded to a CRAY X-MP 
EAI116se system, but neither can be upgraded to a 
dual-processor system. The CRAY X-MP EAI14se 
and CRAY X-MP EAI116se systems are specially 
packaged and priced to serve both first-time super- 
computer users and dedicated project requirements 
in large-scale computational environments. They 
support the full range of CRAY X-MP EA software 
and applications. 

In each of these models, the CPU and the I10 
Subsystem are contained in six vertical columns 
arranged in a 135O arc that requires less electrical 
power than upgradable CRAY X-MP EAM systems. 
Each system supports up to eight disk channels 
and up to four IBM-compatible tape channels but 
does not support an SSD connection. 

The performance of CRAY X-MP EA114se and 
CRAY X-MP EA1116se systems is approximately 
80 percent of their upgradable counterparts. 

Study of underground micro- 
bial injection. 1njet;tion pump iz 
8t upper I&, suct~len pump at 
lower nght. Coler gradient 
shm varying soneentradons 
of microbes. 



Cray Extended Architecture design 


The Cray Extended Architecture series design 
combines high-speed scalar and vector processing 
with multiple processors, large memories, and high- 
performance 110. The result is exceptional speed 
and high overall system throughput in a balanced 
and practical computing solution. 

Processors 

Within the computation section of each CPU are 
operating registers, functional units, and an instruc- 
tion control network -hardware elements that 
cooperate in executing sequences of instructions. 
The instruction control network makes all decisions 
related to instruction issue as well as coordinating 
the three types of processing within each CPU (vec- 
tor, scalar, and address). Each of the processing 
modes has its associated registers and functional 
units. For multiple-processor Extended Architecture 
models, the interprocessor communications section 
coordinates processing between CPUs and shared 
central memory. 

Each EA processor offers very fast scalar process- 
ing with high-speed processing of long and short 
vectors. Additionally, multiprocessor models enable 
users to employ the extra dimension of multitasking. 

The scalar performance of each processor is attrib- 
utable to its fast clock cycle, short memory access 
times, and large instruction buffers. Vector performance 
is supported by the fast clock, parallel memory 
ports, and flexible hardware chaining. These fea- 
tures allow simultaneous execution of memory 
fetches, arithmetic operations, and memory stores 
in a series of linked vector operations. As a result, 
the processor design provides high-speed and 

Energy research 

Safety studies of nuclear 
power plants requw the most 
advanced computer systems 
available. Qnly supercomputers 
such as Cray Research's Ex-
tended Archtecture systems 
provtde the computing power 
needed to s~mulate the ~ntri- 
cate fluld flow, heat transfer, 
and neutroncs phenomena 

balanced vector processing capabilities for short 
and long vectors characterized by heavy register-to- 
register or memory-to-memory vector operations. 

The overall effective performance of each processor 
executing typical user programs with interspersed 
scalar and vector codes (usually short vectors) is 
ensured through fast data flow between scalar and 
vector functional units, short memory access time 
for vector and scalar references, and short start-up 
time for both scalar and vector operations. As a 
result, Cray Extended Architecture computers offer 
high performance using an ANSI standard Fortran 
compiler, without the need for hand-coding or algo- 
rithm restructuring. On all models, a second vector 
logical unit is used to provide twice the execution 
speed of bit-level logical operations in each CPU. 

Each processor also includes instructions for the 
efficient manipulation of randomly distributed data 
elements and conditional vector operations. Gather1 
scatter instructions allow for the vectorization of ran- 
domly organized data, and the compressed index 
instruction allows for the vectorization of unpredictable 
conditional operations. With these features, CPU 
performance can be improved by a factor of five for 
program segments dependent on the manipulation 
of sparse matrices. 

All processors can run in either X-mode or Ymode. 

that occur lns~de nuclear power 

plants. 


Model of a light water nuclear 

reactor (left) used for thermal 

hydraulic studies. (Courtesy E T 

Latts, Idaho Nabonal Eng~neer~ng 

Laboratory) 


Cyl~ndricalsect~onof a nuclear 

reactor core (right) showing 

calculated pressure field. 
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Four-processor Extended Architecture system block diagram (Y-mode) 
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Four-processor Extended Architecture system block diagram e(-mode) 
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Programmable clock 

A 32-bit programmable real-time clock that has a 
frequency equal to the reciprocal of the clock cycle 
time is a standard feature of the Extended Architec- 
ture series of computers. This clock allows the oper- 
ating system to force interrupts to occur at a particular 
time or frequency. 

Data structure 

The Extended Architecture systems' internal charac- 
ter representation is in ASCII with each 64-bit word 
able to accommodate eight characters. Scalar integer 
arithmetic is done in 64-bit 2's complement mode. 
Floating point numbers (64-bit quantities) consist of 
a 48-bit signed magnitude binary coefficient and a 
15-bit biased exponent. Address arithmetic is done 
in 32-bit 2's complement mode. 

Central memory 

Depending on the model, up to 64 million 64-bit 
words of directly addressable memory is available 
with the Extended Architecture series. Options for 
field upgrade of memory are available on most 
models. The large memory sizes enable users to 
solve larger problems than before without the need 
for out-of-memory techniques. Extended Architec- 
ture memory features single-bit error correction, 
double-bit error detection (SECDED) logic. 

Image proeesslng 

lmaglng technologies used 
III satellite surveillance and 
medtcal d~agnos~s often requlre 
extenslve data processing to 
create useful Images, Clay 
Remarch's Extended Archl- 
tecture computer @)%items are 
ideal for rap~dly processing the 
vast amounts of datathat such 
technologies generate 

Multiprocessor Extended Architecture systems 
share a central memory organized into interleaved 
memory banks that can be accessed independently 
and in parallel during each machine clock period. 
Each processor has four parallel memory ports 
connected to central memory: two for vector and 
scalar fetches, one for result store, and one for 
independent 110 operations. Thus, each processor 
of a system has four times the memory bandwidth 
of a CRAY-1 system. The multiport memory has 
built-in conflict resolution hardware to minimize 
delays and maintain the integrity of simultaneous 
memory bank references. 

The interleaved multiport memory design, coupled 
with the short memory cycle time, provides high- 
performance memory organization with sufficient 
bandwidth to support high-speed parallel CPU and 
I10 operations. 



ture highlights 

One processor with 4 or 16 milhon words of 
MOS memory on the CRAY X-MP EAM4se anc' 
CRAY X-MP EA1116se systems, respectively 
One, two, or four processors sharing 16, 32 o 
64 million words of MOS memory on other 
systems 
8.5-nsec clock cvcle on CRAY X-MP EA svstems 
10.0-nsec clock cycle on CRAY X-MP ~ ~ i 4 s e  
and CRAY X-MP EAM16se 
SECDED memory protect1 
Four ~arallel memorv 00rt.s 
~lexi ble hardware ciaking for A to r  operations 
Gatherlscatter and compressed index vector 
support 

'Cl Flexible processor clustering for multitasking 
appllcatlons 
Dedicated registers for eff~clent interprocessor 
communicat~ons and control 

Multiprocessors and multitasking 

The Extended Architecture multipleCPU configurations 
have made Cray Research the recognized leader 
in multiprocessing. They offer users the opportunity 
to decrease turnaround time over single-CPU per- 
formance by using either multiprocessing or multi- 
tasking techniques. 

Multiprocessing allows several programs to be 
executed concurrently on multiple CPUs of a single 
mainframe. Multitasking is a feature that allows two 
or more parts of a program (tasks) to be executed in 
parallel sharing a common memory space, resulting 
in substantial throughput improvements over pro- 

%id flow characterizes 
2hysical processes ranging 
rom a yacht's cleaving the 
aulSace of a body of water to 
he flow of plmtlc through an 
njection mold. The equations 
hat describe fluid flow were 
ormulatecl early In the nine- 
eenth century, but untll the 

grams serially executed on a single CPU. Perform- 
ance improvements are in proportion to the number 
of tasks that can be made to operate in parallel for 
the program and the number of CPUs that can be 
applied to the separate tasks. 

When executing in multitasking mode, all proces- 
sors are identical and symmetrical in their program- 
ming functions; no CPU is dedicated to any one 
function. Any number of processors (a cluster) can 
be dynamically assigned to perform multiple tasks 
of a single job. In order to provide flexible and effi- 
cient multitasking capabilities, special hardware and 
software features have been built into the systems. 
These features allow one or more processors to access 
shared memory or high-speed registers for rapid 
communication and data transmission between 
CPUs. All of these capabilities are made available 
through library routines that can be accessed from 
user programs. In addition, hardware provides built- 
in detection of deadlocks within acluster of processors. 

Customers can expect multitasked applications 
running on CRAY X-MP EAl2 systems to realize 
speed increases of 1.8 to 1.9 times over upgradable 
CRAY X-MP EAM model execution times; speed 
increases of 3.5 to 3.8 times are possible with the 
CRAY X-MP EAl4 systems. 

Inputloutput processing 

For super-scale problems requiring extensive data 
handling, Cray Research has developed hardware 
that ensures computing power is not held captive by 
I10 limitations. The architecture of the I10 Subsystem 
(IOS), with its parallel data paths and direct access 
to main memory, results in a very high 110 bandwidth 
with a minimum of interference to computation. 

advent of supercomputers, 
no practical means existed to 
solve them precisely. Today, 
Cray Extended Architecture 
computer systems make 
possible state-of-the-art fluid 
flow modeling for studles of 
coatina flows. ~lastic in~ectlon 

I r and e&usio~;,'watercr& - 
hydrodynamics, and other 
applications 

Injection molding simulat~on 
of an automobile dashboard 
created with the C-FLOW 
software package. Colors 
correspond to pressure varia. 
t~ons as the plastic advances 
through the mold. (Courtesy 
Advanced CAE Technology. Inc) 



The 110 Subsystem is an essential part of the 
extended architecture design and acts as a data 
distribution point for the mainframe. The IOS handles 
I10 for many front-end computer systems and peri- 
pherals, such as disk units and plug-compatible 
IBM Series 3420 and 3480 tape subsystems. The 
IOS includes two to four interconnected 110 processors. 
Each 110 processor has its own local memory and 
shares a common buffer memory. 

The internal IOS configured with the CRAY X-MP 
EA114se and CRAY X-MP EA1116se includes two or 
three I10 processors. 

Buffer memory is secondary solid-state storage, 
accessible by all of the I10 processors in the IOS. 
With its 2, 4, 8, or 32 million words (16, 32, 64, or 
256 Mbytes) of static MOS memory, depending on 
model, it provides I10 buffering of data to and from 
the peripheral devices. It can also be used to store 
user datasets, thus contributing to faster and more 
efficient data access by the CPUs. 

The Extended Architecture series of computer sys- 
tems support up to three channel types, identified 
by their maximum transfer rates as 6-M bytelsec, 
100-Mbytelsec, and 1000-Mbytelsec. Depending 
on the CRAY X-MP EA model, one, two, or four 
6-M bytelsec channels, one, two, or four 100-M byte1 
sec channels, and one or two 1000-Mbytelsec 
channels can be configured on each system. The 
6-Mbytelsec channels pass control information 
between central memory and the IOS or between 
central memory and network interfaces. The 100- 

Mbytelsec channels transfer data between central 
memory and the IOS or between the IOS and the 
SSD. The 1000-Mbytelsec channels transfer data 
between central memory and the SSD. 



Peripheral devices 

To help customers obtain the maximum benefit 
from the Extended Architecture systems, Cray 
Research offers many peripheral devices, including 
data storage units and communications products. 

Disk storage units 

Cray Research's high-density, high-speed disk 
storage units complement and balance the high 
computing speeds of Cray systems. The top-of-the- 
line DS40 disk subsystem has a capacity of 20.8 
Gbytes. The DD-49 and DD-39 disk drives are also 
supported; both have capacities of 1.2 Gbytes. All 
these disk units can sustain transfer rates of up to 
9.6 Mbytestsec at the user job level with an average 
seek time of 16 msec. When combined with the 
data handling and buffering capability of the IOS, 
these disk units provide superior 110 performance. 

Effective disk transfer rates can be increased further 
by the use of optional disk striping techniques. 
When specified, striping causes system software to 
distribute a single user dataset across two to five 
disk drives, depending on the device type. Succes- 
sive disk blocks are allocated cyclically across the 
drives, and consecutive blocks can thus be accessed 
in parallel. The resultant 110 performance improve- 
ments are in proportion to the number of disk drives 
used. 

Fle6tr0nk design that enable them to design and 
test components by modeling
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Network interfaces 

Systems in the Extended Architecture series con- 
nect easily to existing computer environments. A 
major benefit of this networking capability is that 
the end user has access to a considerably greater 
computational resource while continuing to work in 
a familiar environment. Several hardware interfaces 
are available to integrate Cray systems into customer 
environments. 

The Network Systems Corporation (NSC) HYPER- 
channel, Computer NetworkTechnology LANlord, and 
similar network adapters enable Extended Architec- 
ture systems to communicate with multiple front-end 
computer systems. 

Digital Equipment Corporation offers a VAX Super- 
computer Gateway that provides a high-performance 
direct connection between the Digital VAXcluster 
environment and EA systems. 

The Cray Research HSX-1, a special high-speed 
external communication channel, provides full duplex 
point-to-point communication (up to 100 Mbyteslsec) 
with very fast devices over distances of up to 70 feet 
(22 meters). Real-time, high-resolution color anima- 
tion is an example of an application that can make 
use of this channel. 

Cray Research network interfaces (FEls) compen- 
sate for differences in channel widths, word size, 
logic levels, and control protocols between front-end 
systems supplied by other manufacturers and Cray 
systems. Up to three network interfaces can be accom- 
modated by CRAY X-MP EA114se and CRAY X-MP 
EAM16se systems, up to seven network interfaces 

for modeling not only logic circuit 
layout, but also overall system 
architecture, timing, and design- 
rule checking. 
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can be accommodated by upgradable CRAY X-MP 
EA systems, and up to fourteen network interfaces 
can be accommodated by CRAY YMP computer 
systems. 

The Cray Research FEI-1 provides a point-to- 
point interface at the 110 channel level to a wide 
variety of computers and workstations, including 
IBM, CDC, DEC, Data General, UNISYS, and 
Honeywell Bull. 

The Cray Research fiber optic link allows an 
FEI-1 to be separated from an Extended Architec- 
ture system by distances of up to 1 kilometer 
(about .6 miles). 

The Cray Research FEI-3 used in conjunction 
with an Apollo, Sun, Motorola, or IRIS intelligent 
workstation provides a network interface between 
EA systems and Ethernet local area networks or 
other VME devices. 

The SSD storage device 

Cray Research's optional SSD solid-state storage 
device is a very fast random-access device suited 
for use with Extended Architecture systems. The 
SSD allows the development of algorithms to solve 
larger and more sophisticated problems in science 
and engineering. Note that the SSD is not offered 
for the CRAY X-MP EAM4se or CRAY X-MP EAM16se 
computer systems. 

The SSD is used for large prestaged or intermediate 
files generated and manipulated repeatedly by user 
programs. Datasets may be assigned to the SSD by 
a single control statement without modification of 
the user program. 

Designsfor large printed- 
circuit boards generated on 
Cray systems. 

System performance is significantly enhanced by 
the SSD's exceptionally high transfer rates and 
short data access times. Up to 512 million words 
(4096 Mbytes) of rapid-access MOS memory may 
be configured on an SSD. Transfer rates of 100 to 
1000 M byteslsec per channel and access times of 
less than 25 microseconds are achievable between 
the SSD and an Extended Architecture mainframe. 
Thus, the SSD offers significant performance improve- 
ments on 110-bound applications. 

An SSD in its own stand-alone cabinet is linked 
to the CRAY X-MP EAl4 systems through two 1000- 
Mbytelsec channels and to the CRAY X-MP EAM 
and CRAY X-MP EN2 models through one 1000- 
Mbytelsec channel. An internal SSD is located in 
the IOS cabinet rather than in a stand-alone cabinet. 
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Physical characteristics 

Each mainframe is extremely compact; keeping 
wire lengths short minimizes signal propagation 
times. A CRAY X-MP EA114se'or CRAY X-MP EA1116se 
mainframe consists of six vertical columns arranged 
in a 135O arc that occupies about 20 square feet 
(2 square meters) of floor space. A standard CRAY 
X-MP EA11 or CRAY X-MP EAl2 mainframe consists 
of eight vertical columns arranged in a 180" arc that 
occupies about 26 square feet (2.5 square meters) 
of floor space. And a CRAY X-MP EAl4 mainframe 
is composed of 12 vertical columns arranged in a 
270° arc requiring just 40 square feet (4 square 
meters) of floor space. 

Unlike the other mainframes, the mainframes for 
the CRAY X-MP EA114se and CRAY X-MP EA1116se 
house the I10 Subsystem (10s) as well as the CPU 
and memory. These systems also include an attached 
power distribution unit that occupies about 7 square 
feet (0.7 square meters) of floor space and allows 
easy system installation. 

For all upgradable models, the accompanying IOS 
is housed in a separate cabinet that consists of four 
vertical columns arranged in a 90° arc occupying 
24 square feet (2.3 square meters) of floor space. 

The optional stand-alone SSD consists of four cob 
umns arranged in a 90° arc occupying 24 square 
feet (2.3 square meters) of floor space. It is connected 
to the mainframe through one or two short aerial 
bridgeways, depending on model. 

High-speed 2500-macrocell array technology and 
16-gate array integrated circuits are used in the 
CRAY X-MP EA CPUs. These logic circuits, with 
typical 300- to 400-picosecond propagation delays, 
enable dense concentration of components. All 
models in the CRAY X-MP EA series use static MOS 
memory components. 

A proven, patented cooling system using liquid 
refrigerant maintains the necessary internal system 
temperature, contributing to high system reliability 
and minimizing the need for expensive room cooling 
equipment. 
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Software 
All Extended Architecture computer systems come 
with state-of-the-art software including UNICOS, 
an operating system based primarily on the AT&T 
UNIX System V Operating System and in part on 
the Fourth Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD). 
UNICOS offers a widely accepted program devel- 
opment environment that complements the advanced 
computational power of Extended Architecture sys- 
tems. All UNICOS and Fortran software that was 
developed for earlier CRAY X-MP computer systems 
runs on Extended Architecture systems, thus pro- 
tecting user software investments. 

The Cray operating system COS is also supported, 
allowing COS programs developed in the earlier 
CRAY X-MP environment to use up to 16 million 
words of memory on an extended architecture sys- 
tem. The Guest Operating System feature of COS 
allows users to run UNICOS from within COS. 

Standard software also includes an automatic scalar 
optimizing and vectorizing Fortran compiler, auto- 
matic scalar optimizing and vectorizing C and Pascal 
compilers, extensive library routines, program- and 
filemanagement utilities, debugging aids, a Cray 
assembler (CAL), PSL LISP and a wealth of third- 
party and public-domain applications. 

Programs written in one language can call routines 
written in another language. In addition to the Fortran, 
C, and Pascal compilers, Ada, Common Lisp, and 
SlMSCRlFT compilers are under development. 

Extended Architecture computer systems are sup 
ported by communications software and hardware 
interfaces to meet a variety of customer connectivity 

needs. Included are the TCPllP protocol, a widely 
accepted protocol for interconnecting UNIX systems, 
and Cray proprietary station products. These facilitate 
connections of Cray supercomputers to workstations 
and to other vendors' systems and operating soft- 
ware environments (for example IBM MVS and VM, 
CDC NOSIBE and NOSNE, and AT&T and BSD 
UNIX). 



UNlCOS operating system 

The UNlCOS operating system, which is dis- 
tributed between central memory and the I10 Sub- 
system, delivers the full power of Extended Architecture 
hardware in both an interactive and a batch envi- 
ronment. Significant features of UNlCOS include 
support for asynchronous 110, improved file system 
integrity, multiprocessing, and user multitasking. 
UNlCOS efficiently manages high-speed data transfers 
between Cray systems and peripheral equipment. 
Standard system software interfaces the Extended 
Architecture computer systems with other vendors' 
operating systems and with networks. UNlCOS 
includes a variety of utility programs that assist in 
program development and maintenance. User 
programs can be ported easily between UNlCOS 
and other UNlX systems. 

UNlCOS is based on UNlX System V, an operating 
system developed by AT&T In recent years, versions 
of UNlX have become available on many different 
computer systems. Like UNIX, UNlCOS is written in 
the C programming language. It contains a small 
kernel that is accessed through system calls and a 
large, diverse set of utilities and library programs. Its 
file system is hierarchical, featuring directories for 
convenient organization of files. 

The UNlCOS kernel has been substantially enhanced 
in many areas, including 110 processing and the 
handling of very large data files. 

The UNlCOS system supports both an interactive 
environment and a batch processing capability to 
provide for efficient use of the system by large, long- 
running jobs. The standard UNlX process accounting 
features have been augmented with accounting 
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features more appropriate for a supercomputer 
environment. 

Users may initiate asynchronous processes that 
can communicate with one another. A variety of 
command-language interpreters (shells) are possible. 
UNlCOS offers the standard AT&T UNlX Bourne 
shell and the University of California Berkeley 4.3 
BSD C shell. Other shells may be created to provide 
different command interfaces for users. 

UNlCOS provides the classic multiuser environ- 
ment of UNlX in which information and resources 
are easily shared. UNlCOS provides password 
protection and file access permissions. A system 
administrator can create a system profile to provide 
a customized initial environment for each user. To 
aid in controlling access to critical files, each user 
can be assigned to one or more logical groups. 
Associated with each file in the system is a set of 
access permissions. The system administrator may 
specify read, write, and execute restrictions for 
each file in the system. 

The UNlCOS tape subsystem enables users to 
access extensive amounts of data while using the 
computational power of the Extended Architecture 
systems for data analysis and large-scale problem 
solving. Tapes may be accessed by user programs 
as well as being used for both backing up and 
restoring user files on-line. 

Cray Research has adopted an industry-standard 
operating system along with industry-standard com- 
munications protocols and proprietary software inter- 
faces to other computing systems. This offers users 
an open system environment that permits access 
across a wide variety of interconnected computer 
systems, allowing the user to choose where work 
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may best be processed. The result is a combination 
of flexibility and computing power unparalleled in 
the computer industry. 

COS operating system 

Extended Architecture systems also support the 
COS operating system on up to 16 Mwords of memory, 
thus protecting users' investments in software devel- 
oped for earlier CRAY X-MP systems or for CRAY-1 
systems. COS, which is primarily batch-oriented, 
shares several characteristics with UNICOS. It is 
distributed between central memory and the IOS, 
and it effectively manages high-speed data transfers 
between the Cray system and peripheral units. It 
includes many utility programs that assist in program 
development and maintenance. As with UNICOS, 
standard system software interfaces the Cray system 
with other vendors' operating systems and with 
networks. 

The Guest Operating System (GOS) feature of 
COS allows users to run both COS and UNICOS 
concurrently. 

Fortran compilers and libraries 

Cray Research offers the CFT77 Fortran compiler 
for the Extended Architecture series of computer 
systems. This compiler fully complies with the ANSI 
standard 3.9-1978 (Fortran 77) and offers a high 
degree of automatic scalar and vector optimization. 
It permits maximum portability of programs between 
different computers and accepts many nonstan- 
dard constructs written for other vendors' compilers. 
Highly optimized (scalar and vector) object code is 
produced from standard Fortran code; users can 
program in standard Fortran syntax to access the 
full power of the Cray system architecture. As a state- 
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of-the-art Fortran compiler, CFT77 not only gener- 
ates highly vectorized, optimized, and multitasked 
code, but also offers array syntax and portability to 
CRAY Y-MP and CRAY-2 systems as well as to future 
Cray systems. 

The Cray Fortran compiler CFT, which is supported 
on Extended Architecture systems in X-mode, was 
the first Fortran compiler in the industry to automati- 
cally vectorize codes, automatically vectorize inner 
DO loops, and provide scalar optimization without 
sacrificing high compilation rates. 

The compilers and Fortran library offer current Cray 
customers a high level of source code compatibility 
by making available on Extended Architecture sys- 
tems Fortran extensions, compiler directives, and 
library interfaces that are available on other Cray 
Research products. 

The Fortran library and a library of highly optimized 
scientific subroutines enable the user to take maxi- 
mum advantage of the hardware architecture. The 
110 library provides the Fortran user with convenient 
and efficient use of external devices at maximum 
data rates for large files. 



Multiprocessing 

In conjunction with vectorization and large memory 
support, a flexible multiprocessing capability provides 
a major performance boost 'to large-scale scientific 
computing. Multiprocessing is a technique whereby 
an application program is partitioned into independent 
tasks that can execute in parallel on a Cray com- 
puter system. This results in substantial throughput 
improvements over serially executed programs. The 
performance improvements are in proportion to the 
parallelism inherent in the program, the number of 
tasks that can be constructed for the program, and 
the number of CPUs that can be applied to these 
separate tasks. 

Three methods of multiprocessing can be used: 
macrotasking, microtasking, and automatic multi- 
tasking. Macrotasking is best suited to programs 
with larger, longer-running tasks. The user interface 
to the Extended Architecture macrotasking capability 
is a set of Fortran-callable subroutines that explicitly 
defines and synchronizes tasks at the subroutine 
level. These subroutines are compatible with similar 
routines available on other Cray products. 

Microtasking, the second method of multiprocess- 
ing, breakscode into small units that can be executed 
in parallel on multiple processors. It has proven to 
be a very effective tool. Microtasking uses a pre- 
processor to allow programmers to multiprocess the 
low-level (fine granularity) parallelism found in many 
existing codes. Extremely fast synchronization allows 
microtasking's self-scheduling algorithm to make 
effective use of any available CPU cycles, providing 
effective load balancing of the system. 

Cray Research's CFT77 Fortran compiler will soon 
provide an initial automatic multitasking capability 
called "autotasking." It will automatically partition 
a program into tasks and efficiently use whichever 
processors are available at any point during the 
running of the program. 

Pascal 

Pascal is a high-level, general-purpose program- 
ming language used as the implementation language 
for the CFT77 compiler and other Cray products. 
Cray Pascal complies with the IS0 Level 1 standard 
and offers such extensions to the standard as separate 
compilation of modules, imported and exported 
variables, and an array syntax. 

The optimizing Cray Pascal compiler takes advan- 
tage of extended architecture hardware features 
through both scalar optimization and automatic vec- 
torization of FOR loops. It provides access to Fortran 
common block variables and uses a common call- 
ing sequence that allows Pascal code to call Fortran, 
C, and CAL routines. 



C language 

C is a high-level programming language used 
extensively in the creation of the UNlCOS operating 
system and the majority of the utility programs that 
constitute the system. It is a widely used computer 
language available on processors ranging from 
microcomputers to mainframe computers to Cray 
supercomputers. C is useful for a wide range of 
applications and system-oriented programs. The 
availability of C complements the scientific orienta- 
tion of Fortran. The Cray C compiler performs scalar 
optimization and vectorizes code automatically. 

Utilities 

A set of software tools assists both interactive and 
batch users in the efficient use of extended architec- 
ture systems. 

A variety of debugging aids allows users to detect 
program errors by examining both running programs 
and program memory dumps. These aids include 
symbolic interactive debuggers and symbolic post- 
mortem dump interpreters. Performance aids assist 
in analyzing program performance and optimizing 
programs with a minimum of effort. 

The Perftrace utility, for example, supplies statistics 
on computer performance for individual program 
units within a program. The information comes from 

the Hardware Performance Monitor, which is standard 
on Extended Architecture computer systems. Other 
performance utilities include Flowtrace,which prints 
information on all procedure calls, and Ftref, which 
provides a calling tree and other structural informa- 
tion about a program. 

A source code control system tracks modifications 
to files. This is useful when programs and documen- 
tation undergo frequent changes due to develop- 
ment, maintenance, or enhancement. Several text 
editors offer versatility for users wishing to create 
and maintain text files. Operational support facilities 
enable proper management of the system. 

Included with each release of UNlCOS is on-line 
documentation in a format familiar to UNlX users 
and help facilities for quick reference of information. 

CAL 

The Cray assembler, CAL, provides a macro assem- 
bly language that is especially helpful for tailoring 
programs to the Extended Architecture series of 
computer systems and for writing programs requiring 
hand-optimization. 
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COS migration 

The Guest Operating system (GOS) feature of the 
COS operating system allows users to run both 
COS and UNICOS concurrently on Extended Archi- 
tecture systems. A maximum of 16 million words 
of memory can be dedicated to COS. The Guest 
Operating System feature is a valuable tool for 
migrating from COS to UNICOS. A variety of addi- 
tional migration tools have been created to further 
ease conversions of Fortran code from COS to 
UNICOS, COS datasets to UNICOS files, and COS 
job control language statements to UNICOS 
commands. 

Networking 

The wide array of available networking software 
products allows users to integrate the Extended Archi- 
tecture series of computer systems into new or existing 
computing environments easily. 

The TCPIIP networking suite is available on Extended 
Architecture computer systems running UNICOS, 
providing flexibility for integrating a Cray system into 
an open network architecture that supports the 
TCPllP protocol suite. 
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Cray Research also provides station software 
products that offer access to proprietary protocol 
implementations (such as SNA, DECnet, and 
CDCnet) through network interfaces. Station soft- 
ware runs on a variety of systems and workstations 
to provide the logical connection to Cray Extended 
Architecture computer systems running UNICOS 
or COS. Standard Crav station software is available 
for the following systems: IBM MVS and VM, CDC 
NOS, NOSNE, and NOSIBE, DEC VAXNMS, and 
a variety of computers and workstations running 
UNIX. Station software for UNISYS and Honeywell 
Bull systems is available from third-party vendors. 

Applications 

In addition to Cray Research system and applica- 
tion software, a wide variety of third-party and public 
domain application programs can be run in Cray 
UNICOS and COS environments. These codes can 
take immediate advantage of the outstanding per- 
formance of the Extended Architecture systems for 
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applications such as computational fluid dynamics, 
structural analysis, mechanical engineering, nuclear 
safety, circuit design, seismic processing, image 
processing, molecular modeling, and artificial 
intelligence. 

Cray Research works closely with third-party soft- 
ware vendors and customers in converting, optimizing, 
and maintaining application software on Cray com- 
puter systems. A comprehensive catalog of available 
programs is published by the Cray Applications 
Department. 

This application software, teamed with Fortran, C, 
and Pascal compilers, editors, debuggers, libraries, 
database management tools, and many other soft- 
ware tools and products, provides users with the 
software they need to use Cray Extended Architecture 
systems to their fullest capabilities. 

One common supercomputing application is the 
simulation of physical phenomena -the analysis 
and prediction of the behavior of physical sys- 
tems through computer modeling. Largememory 
Extended Architecture computer systems offer 
increased capacity to conduct three-dimensional 
simulations of a wide variety of problem domains 
such as weather forecasting, aircraft and automotive 
design, energy research, reservoir simulation, and 
seismic analysis. Extended Architecture systems also 
provide an opportunity to find challenging solutions 
for applications such as genetic engineering, artifi- 
cial intelligence, quantum chemistry, and economic 
modeling. Large-memory Extended Architecture 
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Support and maintenance 


1
Cray Research has developed a comprehensive 
array of support services to meet customer needs. 
From pre-installation site planning through the life of 
the installation, hardware engineering and system 
software s u ~ ~ o r t  locallv and through is ~rovided 

1
technical ce"ters th;oughout the company. tray 
Research also provides comprehensive user 
documentation for both hardware and software 
products. Technical software training is offered to 
customers on-site or at Cray regional and corporate 
training facilities. 

Cray Research has extensive experience serving 
the supercomputer customer -over a decade of 
experience spanning a wide variety of customers 
and applications. Professional, responsive support 
from trained specialists is just part of the service 
commitment that Cray Research makes to every 
customer. 

Cray Research recognizes the need for high system 
reliability while maintaining a high level of perform- 
ance. The use of very large-scale integrated circuits 
in Extended Architecture systems improves hard- 
ware reliability by reducing the number of modules, 
solder units, and interconnect wires necessary. 
Highly automated assembly of components also 
contributes to hardware reliability. All components 
undergo strict inspection and checkout prior to 
assembly into a system, and all computers undergo 
rigorous operational and reliability tests prior to 
shipment. 

Preventive maintenance techniques assure that 
system performance is high; effective and timely 
maintenance is a routine operation. Diagnostic soft- 
ware quickly isolates any problem that may occur. 
The faulty system element may then be optionally 
deconfigured and the system operated in a degraded 
mode, or the element may be replaced immediately 
and the system restarted fully configured. All system 
elements are readily accessible for replacement. 
Further diagnosis and repair of the faulty element 
may then be completed off-line. 

The Cray service philosophy is to replace system 
elements on-site, providing minimum system down- 
time and the highest system availability. 
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